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IT Trends Affecting Identity Management (IAM)

Everything in the cloud: Cloud computing is now the 
primary means of delivering applications and services,

• Identities stored in the cloud,

• Cloud-based Identity Services,

• Cloud-based applications also authenticate users.

Wireless and Mobile: Wireless access is increasingly an 
expectation in most parts of the world,

• This is shaping applications for both businesses and individuals,

• Access via mobile devices is becoming the first choice,

• Mobility has major ramifications for IAM and security.

Internet of Things (IoT): The Internet is extending into almost 
anything you can think of: from light bulbs to cars and traffic 

lights, to sensors monitoring our movements and our 

physical activities. The future must accommodate:
• Establishing and managing identities for these items,

• Enabling appropriate access for these identities throughout the 

connected.
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Security steps up:

IT Trends Affecting Identity Management

Increasing Numbers of 
Breaches

Accessibility of Personal Data

Sophisticated Cyber 
Criminals

Corporate Risk Aversion

Security and risk programs are 

receiving higher and higher 

priorities in organizations and for 

individuals.
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Backlash:
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Directive 
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Major data breaches coupled 

with increased government 

regulations will make it harder to 

ignore basic privacy rights.
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Big data is collected/correlated in 

new ways to assess trends/intent. 

It can also help secure assets and 

detect anomalies.
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Enterprise Identity Management: Done Right

• Attributes are key: 

– user identity data (attributes) will continue to be keys to 

proper authorization. 

– Attributes must be authoritatively sourced

and protected from misuse

– Distributing sensitive user attributes throughout the enterprise 

and cloud environments must be done carefully –

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will become more 

important

• Identity ownership goes to the individual (Bring Your Own 

Identity): 

– Federation approaches such as OpenID Connect, OAuth 

and SAML are critical

– Emerging focus on block chain technology further drives 

user self-identification

– Loose-coupling of identity management will become more 

important to enable BYOI even for ‘enterprise users’, not just 

B2C
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Get Ready for the BYOI Revolution – “Attributes” re-defined

• Verifiable claims become the gold-standard attributes that must be linked 

across multiple identity stores through Virtual Directory Services

• Major vendor and industry investment is taking place to support:

– Signed, encrypted ‘verifiable claims’ that end users can link to multiple ‘personas’

• Enables much better protection of personal identifiable information (PII) and fosters an IAM 

ecosystem that is user centric and consent-driven

• Industry investment by financial services, government, health care, transportation…

• Extensive product development being led by Microsoft, IBM, Ethereum…

– Blockchain and distributed ledgers integrate with cloud-based identity providers 

(IdPs) through machine-readable distributed identifiers

• Enables personas, linked to an individual, point to verifiable claims



Get Ready for the BYOI Revolution



The future of identity management requires federation, 

virtualization and loose coupling

The integration of and architecture of on premise IAM and cloud-based 

IAM systems will be critical decision points for most organizations. 

More data to classify

More objects to 

identify

More connected 

devices

Increasing privacy 

concerns

Risk-based policies 

Increased mixing of 

personal and 

employee data 



“Federated Identity based on Virtualization”* as the 

Linchpin of Identity Data Services



The World of Access is Expanding

Identity is the New Perimeter 

Driver 1: Federation

Driver 2: Hosting and synching 
identity to the cloud



The Challenges of a Fragmented and Distributed 

Identity System

The integration and architecture of on premise IAM and cloud-
based IAM systems will be critical decision points for most 

organizations



The emergence of the cloud and the consequences of the 

new landscape: the great migration



While Federation Organizes Access, Identity Integration is 

Often Required

Attributes are key



Simplify/Extend Your IdP Deployment with a 

Federated Identity Service

Federation approaches such as OpenID Connect, OAuth 
and SAML are critical

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will become 
more important



Traditional virtual directory based on a proxy model: 

flexible and lightweight

Dotted lines represent computations and mappings done 
on the fly. No data is stored, everything is virtual.

Delegate



Push versus Pull: Proxy versus Integration

Traditional 
Virtual Directory

• In a proxy, a request comes in, you route the authentication (in a sort of round-robin) 

until the answer is found. And this is the method used by most virtual directories.

Round Robin



Inside the authentication look up process: 

Traditional VDS performs round robin authentication

Total lookup time

Time for Link A Time for Link B Time for Link C

1st call 
unsuccessful

Time for Link D

Time for Link A 

Time for Link B 

Time for Link C 

Time for Link D

2nd call 
unsuccessful

3rd call 
unsuccessful

4th call 
successful!

Each link is hard to maintain and change,
and each has a cost in terms of time.

Time to initiate 
and check policies

Traditional 
Virtual Directory



The identity integration challenges seen in the “Real 

World”– No unicity of identity across all data sources



Identity and Context Virtualization Process



Building a Global Virtual Identifier and Global 

Virtual Registry



Extending identity with attributes and context



METADIRECTORY

VIRTUAL DIRECTORY

(As a Proxy)

• Always fast & reliable • Long and difficult

development cycle

• Custom scripting

• Only as reliable as the

weakest link

• Easy, fast deployment

• Data always accurate

Best of Both Worlds

Pros Cons

A Federated Identity Service combines the best of 

Meta and Virtual Directories



FID based on virtualization: Local systems publishing to a logically 

centralized directory (Manage globally, act locally)

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity silos, 

virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



RadiantOne Federated Identity Service: 

A system made of two parts

• RadiantOne Federated Identity Service is made of two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization for:

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer (HDAP)

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern architecture

Integration 

Layer

HDAP

Storage



What is HDAP?

• HDAP is the RadiantOne Big Data directory

– a Next-Gen LDAP v3 compliant directory driven by Big Data and Search Technology

• This highly-available version of LDAP offers better performance and increased scalability.

• Beyond LDAP, HDAP supports other protocol such as SQL and ADAP (REST interface to 

LDAP)

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will
become more important



Cluster, Leader, and Follower Deployment



Multi Master Replication across Clusters



Performance Benchmarks Tests (LDAP Search)

• HDAP (VDS + Lucene)/10M entries

• 1 node: 30k/sec

2 nodes: 65k/sec

3 nodes: 95k/sec

4 nodes: 130k/sec

5 nodes: 149k/sec

• Google daily average load: 3 million q/minute or 50,000 q/sec (50k/sec)
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HDAP Outperforms Traditional Directories When You 

Introduce Writes

Search Rate Across a 3 Node Cluster with Full Replication Enabled
Query composition: 80% Search, 10% Modify, 10% Add & Delete



How HDAP Compares to The Classic LDAP Directories

• What is a “standard” LDAP directory?

– Each directory supports LDAP access protocols but all have variations in the 

implementation of the storage (indexes, default schemas, supported controls, 

password encryption, etc.)

OpenDS, 

OpenDJ
ADLDS



• LDAP is a good protocol, but it is not web based. The closest thing to a web service 

for LDAP is provided by DSML, which is XML based, and outdated. The new trend is 

to deliver information via a REST interface. 

• The usage of HDAP can be very broad. One crucial capability of LDAP is the ability 

to navigate and discover context about any given subject or identity. Navigating a 

directory is a form of graph and contextual discovery that allows you to have 

progressive disclosure of information. This is key in security, and elsewhere, but 

LDAP doesn't support the web service interface for delivering that information. 

• Putting all this capability that exists in LDAP into a REST interface, opens LDAP to 

the web.

ADAP: a REST interface to LDAP/HDAP


